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World's Most Extravagant Smart Switch

Bedazzling 

Intelligence



 Switch to

Smart

For years, technology has made o�ces and industries smarter and 
more e�cient. Today, it enhances our lifestyle as well. We at 
Skroman, create energy-saving, space automation solutions that 
simplify and transform everyday living. Our intelligent and innovative 
range of products make life safe, convenient, and more elegant.



We believe technology should make life simpler, not complicate 
it. That is why, we o�er a range of automation products that are 
easy to operate. From lights that change their colour through 
remote control to switches that can be located in pitch darkness 
to curtains that open at a scheduled time, our products make 
living and working more convenient and relaxed.

Smartness 
at your Service



Behind every smart feature, every intelligent solution, lies our 
cutting-edge technology. In this dynamic world, our products our 
designed to take care of your lifestyle today and tomorrow.

Technology
is in our DNA



It’s Robust

It’s Reliable
Being obsessive about safety and quality, our diverse portfolio has 
been developed with the highest degree of craftsmanship. In fact, 
all our products are spark-free and water resistant, making their 
usage safe for everybody; from kids to elderlies. The wireless built 
also ensures durability and toughness.



Your home on your 

Fingertips

At Skroman, we o�er solutions that are user-friendly and simple to 
use. Moreover, through our smart app you can not only schedule and 
monitor devices but also switch them on or o� from anywhere. You 
can also manage it all through remote control, virtual assistants 
(Alexa, Ok Google, etc.), touch panels, and of course manually.





Touch 
Switches
Our touch switches personify elegance and e�ciency. Smooth to operate and robust 
when it comes to performance, they are retrofittable, hence no rewiring is required. 
Moreover, the minimalistic design and innovative features, enhance the aesthetic 
appeal of your home. Available in over 5000 colours and finishes, these touch switches 
are also customisable.

5-Year WarrantyMood/Scene 
Control

Mobile and Remote
Control 

Voice Enabled

Spark-free
100% 

Retrofittable
CMOS Technology

(no relay)
No Additional

 Wiring (no CAT 6 wiring)



Features

12 / 16 Module

Hospitality Series

6 / 8 Module

4 Module

Capacitive 
Dimmer

Sensitive
Touch

Customisable 
& Shareable

Capacitive
Touch

Touch 
Backup

Socket Hybrid 
Switches

Back-lit LEDBuilt-in Input/
Output Filter

Child LockMaster Switch
On/o�

Real-time
Power Usage



Mood
Switches
With aesthetically designed panels, Skroman Mood Switches are built 
with innovative and futuristic technology that can be easily 
integrated and installed in any home. 

5-Year WarrantyUp to 16 Scene 
Controls

Multi-device 
Control Climate ControlGlow in Dark 

Customisable & 
Shareable mood 

Settings





Smart 
Locks
Now have seamless access to your home 
and commercial establishments along with 
top-notch security. Skroman’s Smart Locks 
ensure that you can unlock your door with 
absolute ease and keep your home 
completely secured as well.

Mechanical Key Provision 

Voice Enabled

5-Year Warranty

CMOS Finger Print Scanner

RFID Card Reader 

Password/PIN Code Enabled

Hybrid Access

Mobile & Remote Control



Digital Door Locks Drawer Locks

Cabinet Locks

Other Locks

Glass Door Locks

KI3 Rose Gold KI5

SK-201

SK-203 Black SK-203 Metallic SK-203 White

SK-204 Black SK-204 Metallic SK-204 White

POUCH LOCK SK-103 GYM LOCK SK-101 WARDROBE LOCK

CSK-201 Black SK-201 Metallic

KI7 Close Matte

KIG4 KIG4_NEW



Skroman’s Smart Curtain System redefines privacy and comfort 
through a range of exciting features. You can control the operation 
of the curtains via remote, virtual assistants or app, and can also 
schedule their time to open or close. With a smooth sliding 
mechanism, they can be operated easily. Moreover, you can 
customise them to suit any curtain movement and your home décor.

Smart 
Curtain Systems

Noiseless 
BLDC Motor

Manual + Automated
Optional 

Torque up to 
140 Kg

5-Year 
Warranty

90, 1350

Curve Possible 

Voice Enabled

Easy to Install Mobile & 
Remote Control

Scheduler 
Remote 



Magnetic Plate Magnetic Plate Sand and Gold

Magnetic Plate White and Chrome Magnetic Plate Black and Chrome

Upcoming
Products



Skroman was conceptualised in 2010 to simplify 
everyday living. We wanted homes to get smarter where 
functions like safety, energy e�ciency, scheduling, 
convenience could be managed by smart, space-saving 
automation solutions.

Using intensive research, and developing products based 
on futuristic technology we have designed products that 
can transform residential and commercial properties 
across India. From mood lighting to scheduling your 
curtains to controlling devices from anywhere, our 
solutions have been carefully crafted to ensure that you 
can easily switch to a comfortable, smarter and luxurious 
lifestyle.

About 
Skroman 



Commercial Residential

Hospitality Entertainment

Application
Range


